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the plum blossom is a beautiful gift that provides a sense of hope for spring. this tattoo also represents a time in the relationship when the
blossom is most beautiful and fresh. it is commonly found on the back of the arm, but it can be found on the wrist and also the chest. given a
chance to be a guest star in his favorite show, hongdam decided to make an official guest appearance in a korean soap opera. one of the
funniest things about this tv show was that it was filmed in a studio instead of a tv or movie studio. hongdam says he's never seen anything
like this before. the whole process was a lot of fun, he says. and, he learned a lot of korean too! hongdams series often features the cherry
blossom, a favorite among tattoo artists for a simple reason: its shape is conducive to placement on the body. the flower opens and closes like
a bud, which makes it the ideal tattoo for a person who wants something natural-looking but is also looking for something with a unique shape.
hongdams fashion-forward, side-splittingly funny performances have made his work very well-known throughout korea. the multi-talented
artist is a master at balancing the graceful with the dark, the cute with the grotesque, and is a master of his craft. watch the video to see him
perform in the streets of seoul. the clip captures his humorous and skillful ability to mix-and-match the elements of traditional korean tattooing
and western pop culture. the energetic choreography emphasizes his playful nature, while his signature iconography, including a giant
kumihimo braid, also makes a cameo.
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